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Clip and Collect feedback

I’ve had a to and fro of messages from people keen to help with the fund-

raising for ARI, and just needing to get organised with a club and a phone,

and a bit of room to swing. Finding the space at home can be hard, but

through the years students have sent me hundreds of videos that

definitely weren’t up for “Best Director” and I was always able to help them.

So whether you’re at home with a Spielberg or a Tarantino, or home alone,

you can’t go wrong!

This past weekend a newsletter contact, Sasha, sent me clips from sunny

South Africa. After I sent him some onscreen analysis and a drill to improve

his takeaway, Sasha was kind enough to send me this feedback:

“What a great service, Neil, just what I needed! Some really solid feedback

that was really easy to understand and implement. Even better that we

can help out those affected by Covid-19 in the process. Can't wait to get at

it and send you more clips soon!”
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If you would like to improve your game from the comfort of your own

home, this is what to do:

Clip: Take a clip or two of your swing (any part of the game) on your phone.

Face on, from behind, or at an angle if space is tight. Indoors, outdoors,

sponge ball, wiffle ball, or no ball at all.

Send: Send your clips by email to: neil.marr@meldrumhouse.com 

Put “Clip and Collect” in the Subject. Put your name in the body of the

email.

Pay: Once I receive your clip(s) I will reply with bank transfer payment

details. The price is £20, and from that £10 will go to ARI’s Intensive Care

Unit.

Collect: You will Collect a Trackman Screencast analysis by email. 

In the video I’ll suggest what you could improve and how best to make

changes, and I’ll give you one or two drills that will take account of your

practice-at-home limitations!

Please send your requests and let me help you improve, and raise money

for the hospital!
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Happy golfing!

Neil
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